Abstract: In this paper, we study the convergence of belief propagation algorithms (BPAs) on binary pairwise Gibbs random fields (BP-GRFs). Exploiting the equivalence of BPA on the graph associated with BP-GRF and the corresponding computation tree, we first express each BPA message from a node to its parent (on the computation tree) as a function of the messages from its descendants (on the computation tree) at a certain distance. Then, we introduce the notion of a message range by restricting message functions to appropriate domains that correspond to arbitrary initialization of the BPA. We show that message ranges contract at each BPA iteration and characterize the asymptotic behavior of BPA messages on BP-GRF graphs. For a special but important class of BP-GRFs, we are able to derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the BPAs to converge. This should be contrasted with existing methods which typically provide sufficient conditions for convergence (but may not impose any restrictions on the BP-GRFs). We have experimentally shown that these necessary and sufficient conditions can be checked with low computational complexity and, hence, can be applied to large graphs.
INTRODUCTION
Problems involving probabilistic inference arise in detection and estimation problems in a large variety of applications. Typically, a probability distribution is assumed over a set of variables, and the task is to infer the values of the unobserved variables given the observed ones. These inference problems are often formulated using graphical models, such as Bayesian networks Pearl (1988) or Markov networks Geman and Geman (1984) , which allow one to compactly represent the underlying distributions of interest. In this paper, we consider graphs associated with binary pairwise Gibbs random fields 1 (BP-GRFs) and focus on the marginal problem, which aims to find the marginal distribution of each unobserved variable (given the observed ones). Note that this class of BP-GRF graphs has found applications in several real-world systems, inThis material is based upon work supported in part by the National Science Foundation, under NSF CNS Award 0834409. The research leading to these results has also received funding from the European Commission Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007 (FP7/ -2013 , under grant agreements INFSO-ICT-223844 and PIRG02-GA-2007-224877 . Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of NSF or EC. The first author would also like to acknowledge fellowship support from the Vietnam Education Foundation (VEF). 1 Gibbs random fields are Markov random fields with positive potentials (this should be contrasted to Markov random fields which only require nonnegative potentials).
cluding the Ising model in statistical mechanics for ferromagnetism, lattice gas or spin glasses Georgii (1988) , computer vision applications (see, for example, Rother et al. (2007) ), and others. For this reason, BP-GRF graphs have been the focus of much recent work (see, for example, Jung and Shah (2007) and references therein).
Given an arbitrary BP-GRF graph, finding exact solutions to the marginal problem is NP-hard Cooper (1987) . To overcome this limitation, we consider in this paper a class of belief propagation algorithms (BPAs) with polynomial complexity (see, for example, Pearl (1988) for a thorough introduction of BPAs). On trees, it has been shown that BPAs converge to the true marginal and provide exact solutions to the marginal problem of interest after a finite number of iterations Pearl (1988) . Although BPAs have been experimentally reported to perform well on more general cyclic graphs (especially in the area of errorcorrecting codes MacKay and Neal (1997) ), a theoretical understanding of their performance is limited.
In general, the analysis of BPAs can be categorized into (i) finding conditions under which the BPAs converge, and (ii) determining the correctness of the marginal solutions provided by the BPAs with respect to the true marginals. In this paper, we study the convergence problem of BPAs on BP-GRFs. In particular, motivated by the box propagation algorithm in Mooij and Kappen (2008) , we introduce a new approach for convergence analysis of BPAs on BP-GRF graphs. Unlike many existing methods (which only provide sufficient conditions) such as the Gibbs measure methods Tatikonda and Jordan (2002) , the dynamic range methods Ihler et al. (2005) , or the contraction mapping methods Mooij and Kappen (2007) , we are able to establish necessary and sufficient conditions for BPAs to converge to a unique fixed point (under arbitrary initialization) for the class of homogeneous BP-GRF graphs (where all potentials satisfy an additional constraint). We demonstrate via simulations that these necessary and sufficient conditions can be easily checked with less computational complexity than the contraction mapping method in Mooij and Kappen (2007) (which, to the best of our knowledge, provides the tightest sufficient conditions for convergence).
BINARY PAIRWISE GIBBS RANDOM FIELDS
Let V = {1, 2, ..., N } be a finite index set and X = (X i ) i∈V be a family of binary random variables with state space B = {0, 1}. Each binary pairwise Gibbs random field (BP-GRF) over X is defined by a family of binary pairwise potentials Ψ = {ψ i,j : {i, j} ∈ E}, where E ⊆ {{k, l} : k, l ∈ V, k < l} is a subset of pairs of indices in V and ψ i,j , {i, j} ∈ E, are bounded positive nontrivial 2 functions ψ i,j (x i , x j ) : B × B → (0, +∞). The GRF graph associated with a potential family Ψ over X is an undirected graph G = (V, E) with the nodes corresponding to the indices in V and the undirected edges {i, j} ∈ E corresponding 3 to the potentials ψ i,j ∈ Ψ. For example, the GRF graph in Fig. 1(a) is associated with the potential family Ψ = {ψ 1,2 , ψ 1,3 , ψ 2,3 , ψ 2,4 }. 
. Then, given a potential family Ψ over X, the corresponding BP-GRF is a probability distribution defined on the product space B N as
The marginal distribution for each random variable X i , i ∈ V , is given by
For simplicity, we use P (x) and P i (s i ) to denote P (X = x) and P (X i = s i ), respectively.
3 Because each undirected edge {i, j} is associated with only one potential ψ i,j , we can relax the condition that i < j in the notation of ψ i,j and use ψ j,i (x j , x i ) interchangeably with ψ i,j (x i , x j ).
From (1) and (2), it is not hard to see that, in general, finding the exact marginal for each random variable X i , i ∈ V , on a BP-GRF requires exponential complexity with respect to the size of V . For this reason, belief propagation algorithms (BPAs) have been suggested as iterative suboptimal algorithms with polynomial complexity for solving the above marginal problems Pearl (1988) .
Belief Propagation Algorithms
Consider a GRF graph G = (V, E) associated with a potential family Ψ. We first define the set of directed edges associated with E as E {(i, j), (j, i) : {i, j} ∈ E} where (i, j) represents the directed edge from node i to node j. We also define the neighbor of a nonempty subset Λ ⊂ V on G as N Λ = {j ∈ V \Λ : ∃i ∈ Λ, {i, j} ∈ E}. Belief propagation algorithms (BPAs) are iterative algorithms such that, at the n-th iteration, each directed edge (i, j) ∈ E is associated with a message, which is a probability distribution, m
Similarly, each node i ∈ V is associated with a belief, which is also a probability measure, b n i (·) on B. The BPA can be described as follows. INITIALIZATION (n = 0): Each message is initialized to an arbitrary distribution m
and
It is well-known that on a tree, the belief of the BPA with arbitrary initialization gives the exact marginal after a finite number of iterations Pearl (1988) . On graphs with cycles, however, a theoretical understanding of BPA performance is limited.
In this paper, we analyze the convergence problem of BPAs, i.e., finding conditions under which BPAs converge. First, we establish in the following section useful properties of BPA messages.
MESSAGE RANGES ON COMPUTATION TREES
From an arbitrary GRF graph G = (V, E), we can construct a computation tree T (r) = (V (r), E(r)) with respect to a node r ∈ V as follows Weiss (2000). Definition 1. Consider a potential family Ψ, its associated GRF graph G = (V, E), and a node r ∈ V . A tree T (r) = (V (r), E(r)) with r ∈ V (r) is called the computation tree of G with respect to root node r (see Fig. 1 (b)) if there exists a mapping Γ : V (r) → V such that (i) Γ(r) = r, and (ii) for any node i ∈ V (r), Γ is an 1-1 mapping from the neighbors N i of node i on T (r) to the neighbors N Γ(i) of node Γ(i) on G. On T (r) = (V (r), E(r)), let each node i ∈ V (r) be associated with a binary random variable X i ∈ B and each edge {i, j} ∈ E(r) be associated with an edge potential
The application of the BPA on G with respect to node r can be easily seen to be equivalent to the application of the
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BPA on T (r) with respect to its root node Weiss (2000) .
Therefore, in order to analyze the convergence of BPAs on the original GRF graph G = (V, E) with respect to node r, we only need to consider the corresponding computation tree T (r) = (V (r), E(r)) rooted at r.
On the computation tree T (r), let D i (n) be the subset of the descendants of node i ∈ V (r) that are at distance n from i, and let P (i) be the parent of node i = r. For simplicity, because the BPA beliefs and messages satisfy b (2) , and so on. As a result, it is not hard to verify the following property. Property 2. Given a fixed d ≥ 1, for any node i ∈ V (r)\{r} and at any iteration step n ≥ d, the message m n i can be written as m
where
Di(d) that only depends on i and d.
Letting d = n in (5), the message m n i can be written as a function of initial messages, i.e., m
From this result, we define
Because the initial messages always satisfy m
is called the message range of node i ∈ V (r)\{r} at the n-th iteration. Note that from the box propagation method in Mooij and Kappen (2008) , the message range R n i defined in (6) can also be viewed as a simplified representation of the corresponding "box" at node i for the class of BPGRFs. However, using the notion of message range in this paper allows us to develop specific properties for this class of BP-GRFs, which will be useful for the BPA convergence analysis in Section 4.
The next property is a direct result of Property 2.
in Property 2 can be decomposed as
where f j∈Di(d1),d2 denotes the vector
For a subset Λ ⊆ V (r)\{r}, let R n i∈Λ = i∈Λ R n i denote a product range of the message vector m n i∈Λ . Using Property 3, we can decompose
Then, applying definition (6) to (8), we obtain
We can show that the message function
and the message range R n i , n ≥ 1, in (6) satisfy the following properties, whose proofs are omitted due to limited space. For convenience, let
> 0 and
Property 4. The message range R n i , n ≥ 1, in (6) is a closed interval (not necessarily of positive length)
Di(n) ) be the message range of a node i ∈ V (r)\{r} at the n-th iteration. Assume that R j∈Di(n) is a new product domain where R j , ∀j ∈ D i (n), is a closed interval in (0, 1) (i.e., R j = [l j , u j ] for some 0 < l j ≤ u j < 1) and let R 
CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
The following result shows that on computation trees, message ranges contract over BPA iterations. Lemma 7. The message range R Di(n−1) ) and, by applying (9) with d = n − 1, we also have R
, is a closed interval in (0, 1) (as a result of Property 4) and (ii) all edges (u, v) in the path (P (i), i 0 = i, i 1 , ..., i n−2 ) from P (i) to node i n−2 ∈ D i (n−2) satisfy φ u,v (0, 0)φ u,v (1, 1) = φ u,v (0, 1)φ u,v (1, 0), we can apply Property 5 to function
is a single point in (0, 1), from Property 6, this implies that for every path from the parent P (i) to a node in D i (n − 1), there exists an edge (u, v) with the potential satisfying φ u,v (0, 0)φ u,v (1, 1) = φ u,v (0, 1)φ u,v (1, 0). Using (6) and (9), we can write that R
Di(n) ) and at any later iteration n > n, R
). In addition, since n > n, from Property 4, we also have R n −n j , j ∈ D i (n − n), is a closed interval in (0, 1). Therefore, applying Property 5 to function f i,n , we have that R n i and R n i are the same single point in (0, 1), which completes the proof.
From Property 4, the message range R
(as a result of Lemma 7), it is obvious that {l n i : n ≥ 1} is a non-decreasing sequence upper bounded by b i and {u n i : n ≥ 1} is a non-increasing sequence lower bounded by a i . Therefore, on computation trees, the following limits 
Asymptotic Bounds of BPA Messages
Recall that on the computation tree, m n i denotes the BPA message m n (i,P (i)) (0) at the n-th iteration from node i to its parent P (i). In order to analyze the BPAs on BP-GRF graphs, we need to translate the results on corresponding computation trees to the original BP-GRF graphs. We need to emphasize here that because of the mapping of initial messages from a BP-GRF graph to its computation tree, not every initialization on the computation tree is possible; therefore, some of the results in Section 3 cannot be extended to original BP-GRF graphs.
Similar to (10), for a potential ψ i,j in the original BP-GRF graph G = (V, E), let
From Property 4 and the equivalence of BPA messages on BP-GRF graphs and on the corresponding computation trees, the BPA message m n (i,j) (0), n ≥ 1, always satisfies 0 < a (i,j) ≤ m n (i,j) (0) ≤ b (i,j) < 1. Furthermore, as a direct result of (12), the asymptotic behavior of BPAs on BP-GRF graphs can be characterized as follows. Corollary 8. On the directed edge (i, j) ∈ E from node i to node j on G, there exists an interval [l (i,j) 
] ⊂ (0, 1) such that for any > 0, there exists an n * ≥ 1 such that the message m n (i,j) (0) of the BPA with arbitrary initialization at the n-th iteration, ∀n ≥ n * , satisfies
Corollary 8 implies that the BPA message m n (i,j) (0) is guaranteed to stay within a limit interval [l (i,j) ,
, which is not necessarily a single point. With some additional constraints on the potentials, we are able to establish in the following section conditions for the BPAs to converge to a unique fixed point on a special class of BP-GRFs.
Convergence of BPAs on Homogeneous BP-GRFs
We define a BP-GRF associated with a potential family Ψ as a homogeneous BP-GRF if
An example of a homogeneous BP-GRF is the model of lattice gas with the binary pairwise potentials given by
where J i,j > 0 (J i,j < 0) means that the particles in cell i and j attract (repel) each other Georgii (1988) . Other examples are the models of ferromagnetic materials which have potentials of the same form as in (15) but different state space x i , x j ∈ {−1, +1}, where J i,j represents the interaction energy of the spins x i and x j Georgii (1988) .
For convenience, we call the initialization where all initial messages associated with state 0 are assigned value 0, i.e., m 0 (i,j) (0) = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E, the zero initialization. Likewise, we call the initialization where all initial messages associated with state 0 are assigned value 1, i.e., m
denote the messages at the n-th iteration with respect to the zero and one initializations, respectively. We also use the above notation for the BPA messages with zero and one initializations on computation trees. In particular, let m n i (m n i ) be the message m n i from node i to its parent P (i) in the computation tree at the n-th iteration of the BPA with zero (one) initialization. Now we consider the application of BPAs to the computation trees of homogeneous BP-GRF graphs. For convenience, we call these computation trees homogeneous computation trees. Due to limited space, we omit the proof of the next property, which shows that the messages of zero and one initializations define the message ranges on homogeneous computation trees. Property 9. Consider a homogeneous computation tree T (r) = (V (r), E(r)) (of a homogeneous BP-GRF graph G = (V, E) with respect to a node r ∈ V ) associated with a potential family Φ. The message range R 
Using Property 9, we can prove the following convergence result on homogeneous BP-GRF graphs. Lemma 10. Consider a homogeneous BP-GRF graph G = (V, E) associated with a potential family Ψ = (ψ i,j ). The messages of the BPA with arbitrary initialization on G converge to a unique fixed point if and only if the BPA messages associated with zero and one initializations converge to the same value, i.e., lim n→∞ m n (i,j) and lim n→∞ m n (i,j) exist and lim
Proof. The proof for necessity is trivial. To prove sufficiency, note that under the mapping Γ from the original BP-GRF graph G = (V, E) to the corresponding computation tree T (r) = (V (r), E(r)) with respect to an arbitrary node r ∈ V (see Definition 1), it is obvious that the zero (one) initialization on G also results in the zero (one) initialization on T (r). Therefore, due to the equivalence of BPA messages on BP-GRF graphs and on the corresponding computation trees, if lim n→∞ m n (i,j) and lim n→∞ m n (i,j) exist and lim n→∞ m (16) and (17) in Property 9, it is obvious that with arbitrary initialization, the BPA message m n i , ∀i ∈ V (r)\{r}, on T (r) must converge to a unique fixed point. The proof is completed by applying the equivalence of BPA messages on BP-GRF graphs and on the corresponding computation trees again.
Lemma 10 provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the BPA under arbitrary initialization to converge on the homogeneous BP-GRF G = (V, E). This condition, however, must be verified on all directed edges of G. We can further prove that if G is a connected graph, we only need to look at the convergence of the beliefs at an arbitrary node. Due to limited space, we omit the proof of the following result. Let b 
Note that existing methods for determining convergence of BPAs typically provide sufficient conditions for convergence (see, for example, Tatikonda and Jordan (2002) , Ihler et al. (2005) , Mooij and Kappen (2007) ). In addition, these methods usually require higher computational complexity in order to obtain good sufficient (but not necessary) conditions. For example, the contraction mapping method in Mooij and Kappen (2007) (which has improved the sufficient conditions of the BPA convergence over many previously developed methods and is applicable to the more general non-binary Markov random fields) requires the determination of the spectral radius of a 2|E| × 2|E|-matrix which represents the updating rules of the BPAs on the original graph G = (V, E). Because the calculation of the spectral radius has O(|E| 3 ) complexity, the contraction mapping method is limited to graphs with a moderate number of connections. From several simulations that we have performed, we observe that condition (19) of the beliefs at an arbitrary node i * ∈ V can usually be verified after O(|V |) iterations. Because the complexity of each BPA iteration is O(|E|), the total complexity of the verification in Lemma 11 is O(|V ||E|). Therefore, the proposed method in this paper can be applied to large graphs with many connections.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulation results to verify the necessary and sufficient condition in Lemma 11. Recall that for an arbitrary node i * ∈ V in a homogeneous BP-GRF graph G = (V, E), b n i * and b n i * are the BPA beliefs associated with zero and one initializations at the n-th iteration. Assume that at the n-th iteration, we have
Then, from Property 9 and the contraction property in Lemma 7, it is not hard to verify that at any later iterations n , n ≥ n, we also have
(20) In order to verify the convergence of the beliefs b n i * and b n i * at node i * in Lemma 11 (i.e., condition (19)), we first choose a constant integer K ≥ 1 and a parameter 0 < 1. As a result of (20), we say that condition (19) is satisfied with respect to parameters (K, ) if
In other words, the beliefs b 
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We consider homogeneous BP-GRFs associated with fully connected graphs G = (V, E) with |V | = N nodes and uniform potentials
for all ψ i,j ∈ Ψ, where J ∈ R represents the pairwise interactions and h ∈ R represents the local fields. On fully connected graphs, the computation trees of these BP-GRFs are equivalent to Ising models on Cayley trees of degree d = N − 2 Georgii (1988) . As a result, the region (J, h) ∈ R ⊆ R 2 where BPAs (with arbitrary initialization) converge to a unique fixed point can be explicitly formulated as (see Section 12.2 in Georgii (1988) , and ϕ J (t) = 1 2 log cosh(t + J) cosh(t − J) . Fig. 2 shows the convergence regions R in (23) as the bounded regions between two solid lines for fully connected graphs G = (V, E) with N = |V | = 30 nodes.
We then apply grid search to obtain regions R K, of (J, h) where the beliefs b n i * and b n i * at an arbitrary node i * ∈ V satisfy Lemma 11 with respect to parameters K = 10 and = 10 −4 (i.e., condition (21)). These regions R K, are depicted in Fig. 2 as dotted grey regions. We observe that the grey regions almost coincide with the theoretical regions R on both graphs, i.e., R K, ≈ R, which validates the necessary and sufficient condition in Lemma 11 for the BPAs to converge to a unique fixed point.
For comparison, Fig. 2 also shows as a dotted black region R suf the region of convergence obtained using the sufficient condition of the contraction mapping method in Mooij and Kappen (2007) on the fully connected graph with N = 30 nodes (using Corollary 4 in Mooij and Kappen (2007) with m = 1). We observe that R suf ⊂ R K, ≈ R. Note that since the complexity of the contraction mapping method is O(|E| 3 ) (compared to O(|V ||E|) of the method in this paper), it is not possible to apply the contraction mapping method to large graphs.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we develop a new approach for the convergence analysis of belief propagation algorithms (BPAs) on binary pairwise Gibbs random field (BP-GRF) graphs. First, we introduce the notion of a message range to capture the corresponding BPA message with respect to arbitrary initialization. Then, we show that the message range contracts over the BPA iterations, which characterizes the asymptotic behavior of the BPAs on BP-GRF graphs. Applying the proposed method to the class of homogeneous BP-GRFs, we are able to establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the BPA under arbitrary initialization to converge to a unique fixed point. We have shown via simulations that these conditions can be easily verified with low computational complexity and hence, can be applied to large graphs. For future work, we plan to extend the proposed method to more general graphs (which are not necessarily homogeneous BP-GRFs).
